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The IT ops team thought they had the right man. The employee in 
question was known as J.Smith in Active Directory and Jsmith 

on his Unix machine, and used smithj to log into Amazon Web 
Services. These accounts were used by John Smith, they agreed, and 
disabled them on the day John left the company.

What the team didn’t know, however, was that different usernames 
associated with the same employee provided access to dozens of 
other servers and applications. They also didn’t know which accounts 
John shared with others. They feared disabling the wrong accounts 
would shut down systems critical to the business. They had no way to 
find out. So, they left the rest of the accounts as is. 

Months later, an intruder leveraged John’s password for a little-used 
Linux application and entered the network. The team didn’t find out 
for months after the attack. Meanwhile, the intruder changed settings, 
downloaded proprietary information, and covered their tracks. 

A CASE OF MISTAKEN IDENTITY
Cautionary Tale
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Most organizations have a mix of operating systems and platforms for different purposes. As they grow, they 
add new users, merge and acquire companies, and adopt new platforms and applications. The volume and 
complexity of identities across systems increases exponentially. 

HOW DOES IDENTITY SPRAWL HAPPEN?

For growing organizations with diverse systems 
and platforms, identity sprawl is a common and 
frustrating problem. Credential theft continues to be 
a top attack vector. Privileged accounts, in particular, 
must be closely managed to prevent cyber criminals 
from leveraging credentials that provide access 
to critical IT systems. Criminals are often able to 
leverage standard user accounts as stepping stones 
to compromise a privileged account.

To try and keep systems in sync, IT admins 
spend many hours on duplicate tasks in multiple 

directories. Audits are painful due to differing 
password policies and the inability to report 
accurately on access for consolidated identities 
across systems.

In this eBook, you’ll learn how to reduce cyber 
risk by reducing identity sprawl. By pruning and 
consolidating user identities, you can manage 
privileges, passwords, and access for all enterprise 
systems to tighten your attack surface.

IDENTITY SPRAWL INCREASES CYBER RISK
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Unix and Linux systems represent some of the 
most vulnerable holes in your attack surface. 
Mission critical applications, such as web servers, 
database servers, and application servers, are 
more often than not running on Unix/Linux. Linux 
has now become the most common operating 
system; even mainframes are quickly being 
repurposed to run Linux these days. 

Despite their importance, Unix/Linux local and 
privileged accounts often don’t get sufficient 
oversight. Many organizations have diverse Unix/
Linux systems and platforms in use at the same 
time, increasing the challenge of consistent 
management.

Every Unix/Linux server has a local database of 
users and groups. If you have a single host with 
one user, there’s no problem with management. 
But, when you have multiple servers, a single 
user becomes several. Most organizations have 
hundreds, if not thousands of servers. Each user 
can easily end up with a whole host of different 
usernames, UIDs, PGIDs, GIDs, home directories, 
login shells, and passwords on each system. With 
a user’s attributes tied so tightly to the file and 
folder permissions on a Unix host, user, group, 
and permission management quickly becomes a 
tedious and time-consuming task.

THE CHALLENGE WITH UNIX AND LINUX
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02 Join multiple Active Directory  
forests together

In a distributed, growing organization, separate offices and business entities often 
have their own Active Directory forest. Not only does having separate directory 
systems increase hosting costs, but it also requires time and resources to manage.

Bringing your directories together does take careful planning but can be done at 
a fraction of the cost of managing multiple forests and avoids associated risks of 
human error.

You can limit your exposure to cyber attacks by reducing the number of identities in use. The five-step plan 
below helps you shrink your attack surface and lower your risk.

HOW TO REDUCE IDENTITY SPRAWL

01 Retire or move legacy applications

As your organization has adopted more innovative, user-friendly solutions, legacy 
systems often get left in place. As they’re accessed and updated less frequently, 
legacy systems are often left unmanaged and unprotected. In many cases, it 
becomes more difficult to patch and update systems the older they get.

See what older systems are still in use throughout your organization. You may have 
sets of identities that exist only to access those systems.

Determine which systems are no longer needed and work to reduce your stockpile. 
Rather than eliminating all components, you may be able to merge some systems 
together or move them to a new platform.
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03 Get a handle on user accounts  
across Unix/Linux platforms 

Proactive, ongoing privilege and access management is essential to enforce 
consistent security policies across your IT environment and protect valuable 
Unix/Linux accounts and passwords.

To understand and reduce your risk, you need to identify:

•      Unsupported Unix/Linux platforms

•      Unexpected Unix/Linux accounts and groups

•      Unix/Linux accounts and passwords that never expire

•      Shared accounts that violate least privilege principles

•      Aged passwords that have never been rotated

It can be difficult to pull this data together manually. Try the free Unix 
Privileged Account Discovery tool to pinpoint Unix/Linux vulnerabilities with a 
customized report based on your organization’s infrastructure.
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04 Bring Unix/Linux user accounts  
into a consolidated directory 

Centralized authentication and authorization are critical functions to reduce 
the risk of identity sprawl. You must connect each local and privileged account 
– including Unix/Linux accounts – to a single user account so all access and 
activity can be managed appropriately.

An identity bridge can utilize your existing directory service to manage 
identities across the enterprise regardless of platform and operating system. 
With a bridge to systems like Active Directory, IT administrators no longer have 
to manage users on Unix/Linux servers and workstations separately. You’ll 
gain a single point of control to manage groups, users, and the systems they 
have access to.

Users benefit from a consolidated directory because they only one username 
and password to remember. So, they’re less likely to create shadow IT 
environments with unique identities and disconnected applications. 

Thycotic offers Identity Bridge to solve these identity and access management 
challenges. Try Identity Bridge today.
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Learn More About Thycotic

Thycotic is the leading provider of cloud-ready privilege management 
solutions. Thycotic’s security tools empower over 10,000 organizations, 
from small businesses to the Fortune 100, to limit privileged account risk, 
implement least privilege policies, control applications, and demonstrate 
compliance. Thycotic makes enterprise-level privilege management accessible 
for everyone by eliminating dependency on overly complex security tools and 
prioritizing productivity, flexibility and control. Headquartered in Washington, 
DC, Thycotic operates worldwide with offices in the UK and Australia.

To sign up for a free trial of any of our solutions, please visit www.thycotic.com.

05 Manage privileged access across 
your entire environment 

Once you have a consolidated, manageable set of identities, you can create an 
enterprise-scale system to protect them. A multi-layered, defense-in-depth 
approach to privilege management increases efficiency and reduces your 
security risk.

A comprehensive Privileged Access Management (PAM) solution lets you 
authenticate users, assign privileges, and create an audit trail. By bringing all 
systems and platforms under a common PAM umbrella, you can centrally discover, 
rotate, expire, and disable credentials to prevent misuse and cyber attacks.

Enterprise PAM systems log everything a user sees on the screen, including 
keystrokes they type, commands they execute, and actions the system performs, 
which is especially important for Unix/Linux systems because of their reliance 
on the command line. Advanced PAM controls, such as session monitoring and 
recording, provide oversight, and simplify reporting and compliance. 

You can take advantage of these modern PAM controls to protect all users and 
critical systems. You’ll never have to find yourself the victim – or the culprit – 
of a case of mistaken identity.
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